Research proposes that decision-making in team sports consists of transitions in courses 48 of action that reflect the use of available information in the environment, rather than a set of 49 discrete choices at separate decision points (Araújo et al., 2006) . Theoretically, such a proposal is 50 reconciled by Gibson's (1979) ecological approach, which places emphasis on the reciprocal 51 nature of perception-action and the importance of studying the pick-up of information as an 52 active process, which encompasses the mobile body (for reviews, see Fajen et al., 2009; van der 53 Kamp, Rivas, van Doorn, & Savelsbergh, 2008) . In support of such assertions, research indicates 54 that sport performers engage in VEA to prospectively control actions and adapt to the dynamic 55 and emergent nature of sport situations (Jordet, 2005) . Specifically, for behavior in team ball 56 TRAINING VISUAL EXPLORATORY ACTIVITY 4 sports, Jordet (2005) defined exploratory activity as "A body and/or head movement in which the 57 player's face is actively and temporarily directed away from the ball, seemingly with the 58 intention of looking for teammates, opponents or other environmental objects or events, relevant 59 to the carrying out of a subsequent action with the ball" (p.143). The importance of such 60 behavior is thought to support skilled performance as analysis of elite football players indicates 61 that a higher frequency of VEA before receiving the ball is reflective of a higher forward passing 62 accuracy (Jordet, Bloomfield, & Heijmerikx, 2013) . 63 Engagement in exploratory actions is thought to be critical for the acquisition of (Reed, 1996) . For example, in a 66 recent climbing study, Seifert and colleagues revealed that behavioral exploration during practice 67 led to increased climbing fluency in a transfer test (Seifert, Boulanger, Orth, & Davids, 2015) . 68 Such evidence highlights that exploratory or variable actions can play a performatory role during 69 the control of action (Stoffregen & Mantel, 2015) . Specifically, prospective or anticipatory 70 control has been conceptualized as "exploration from a distance" (Adolph et al., 2000, p.447) , 71 whereby ongoing movements are adapted to changes in the environment to generate information 72 or possibilities for the control of subsequent actions. In the context of sport, initial findings have 73 highlighted the importance of anticipatory control where the availability of advance visual 74 information is used to control ongoing actions, such as a goalkeeper's movements when facing a 75 penalty kick (e.g., . 76 Given that anticipatory control is critical to performance in sport, a number of studies 77 have investigated whether this facet of skilled performance can be enhanced through training, in 78 particular, via video-based simulations (for a review, see Dicks, van improvements. An example of previous research that has examined on-field performance is the 84 study conducted by Jordet (2005) , who investigated whether an imagery intervention combined 85 with observation of video footage could improve the decision-making of elite football players.
86
Following the intervention, the players were found to increase the amount of VEA, although 87 there were no improvements in decision-making. The absence of performance improvements 88 exhibited were explained by a 'ceiling effect' as the participants were playing at an elite, 89 international level. Despite this finding, it has been proposed that an imagery intervention, as The PETTLEP model (Holmes & Collins, 2001) perceptual learning studies is to include on-field transfer tests (Dicks et al., 2015) . Significantly, we address calls to examine the benefits of a perceptual training intervention 118 beyond a simulated laboratory setting (see Dicks et al., 2015) and examine whether the previous 119 lack of improvement in performance accuracy are attributable to ceiling level performance as 120 reported by Jordet (2005) . In this instance, we hypothesized that increased VEA will lead to The purpose of the present study was to examine whether a combined PETTLEP imagery 314 and video training intervention can improve VEA and decision-making in elite academy level 315 football players. We aimed to examine the benefits of a perceptual training intervention beyond a 316 laboratory setting and whether the previous lack of improvement in performance can be 317 attributable to ceiling level performance (Jordet, 2005) . Following previous research (Jordet, 318 2005), we hypothesized that the imagery intervention would produce an increase in VEA and The results from our study lend support to previous research (Jordet, 2005) and show that 
